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Lately, it seems like the heavyweights in Hollywood are
getting younger and younger. After all, it was just last year
that Jennifer Lawrence won her first Academy Award for Best
Actress Oscar at only 22 years old. Given their full-time jobs
and big paychecks, these stars often grow up a bit faster than
your average youngster — which means they also experience love
and heartbreak earlier in their lives. With this thought in
mind, we developed a list of our five favorite teen celebrity
couples:
1. Bella Thorne and Tristan Klier: The 16-year-old star of
Disney’s popular show Shake It Up has been dating her blondehaired boyfriend since 2012. When we caught up with the
actress earlier this year, she revealed her favorite date
night with her beau: “Just to sit on the couch and watch
Netflix!”
Related Link: Bella Thorne Shares Her Tips for Having a
Memorable Valentine’s Day
2. Britney Spears and Justin Timberlake: Will there ever be a
teen couple as adorable as these two pop stars? The pair, who
met on the set of The New Mickey Mouse Club, were only 18
years old when they started dating and split after 3 years
together. Recently, Spears even confirmed that Timberlake was
her first kiss. Aw!

3. Gigi Hadid and Cody Simpson: The Sports Illustrated model
and Australian singer, ages 18 and 17 respectively, were
spotted at the Vanity Fair Oscars Party, looking every bit
like a teenage dream. The lovebirds maintain a long-distance
relationship — Hadid is at New York University, while Simpson
lives in Los Angeles — but we hope to see the blonde beauty
cheering her man on from the audience of Dancing with the
Stars.
4. Kylie Jenner and Jaden Smith: While this duo hasn’t
confirmed their relationship status, they’ve been spotted
around New York City, London, and Los Angeles. Plus, the socalled “best friends” have exhibited PDA on multiple
occasions. Only time will tell if these teens have found true
love!
Related Link: Kendall and Kylie Jenner Make Celebrity Gossip
Headlines Cozying Up to Chris Brown and Trey Songz at Party
5. Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber: Even though the problemplagued pop star exited his teen years on March 1st and his
on-again, off-again girlfriend is already a year into her 20s,
we couldn’t help but include this duo on our list. While
Bieber may be trying to prove his age with his recent antics,
his fans are still primarily tweens and teens, making his love
life of utmost importance to this age group.
Do you have a favorite teen celebrity couple? Tell us in the
comments below!

